THE MASTER AND CHAITANYAISM
Sadhus came to him for obtaining Premananda from him,
and he initiated them.
Mahatma Arjun Das, better known as Kshepa Chand/
who as a Yogin had unmeted range, and a little bit of
whose powers, ii manifested, would be received by all with
hush and awe, now found that he had so long lived on
husks. Love alone now seemed to him to be the road to
home. His sun, once so bright, now laboured for him pale
and wan ; and instead of the proud noonday glare, he
sought the fairy moon with her ever-charming face, the
silver star of the evening, the ribbed sands on the Jumna
hucd with the golden sunset, the veil of darkness coming
apace, and the Kalpa-tarus of Brindaban appearing like
smudge ot ink on a half-dark background, the silken
sounds of birds skimming the Jumna, and the black waters
playfully running away with a mischievous laughter and
then hurrying with a mysterious voice of love to wash the
rosy tender feet of Sree Radha. Although, occupying an
unapproachably exalted position as a Yogin, Kshepa
Chand was now dreaming, with swimming eyes, of the
eternal Brindaban, and perhaps even the stars of the
heavens now seemed to him to be the stops of the
instrument, from which music would burst forth upon the
hn sliced air of the flowery tranquil groves, shaking the
tender hearts of the Gopis. He used to sit by the side
of Vijaykrishna through the greater part of the day and
chanted hymns importunately with folded hands to obtain
through his infinite grace the inestimable boon of
Prema, which Sree Chaitanya declared as the fifth and
the greatest pursuit of humanity, in his discussions with
Ramananda Roy on the banks of the Godavari in
t^io A.D. He was often seen to wave his hand gracefully
before the Master, and nobody knew what mysterious push
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